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" It doesn't take a trained psychologist to see that the
Twilight Saga has tapped into its readers' psyches,
but psychology has plenty to offer when it comes to
understanding what makes Twilight so dearly loved.
Led by husband-and-wife team E. David Klonksy, PhD,
and Alexis Black, the psychologists contributing to
The Psychology of Twilight look at love, family,
vampires, werewolves, and our Twilight obsession,
and offer more than a dozen fascination new angles
on the series--just in time for the November 2011
release of Breaking Dawn, part one. Why Edward
captivates Bella (it's not the perfect face or chiseled
abs--it's as chemical as Edward's attraction to the
smell of Bella's blood) Vampirism as eating disorder
(and what we can learn from how the Cullens cope)
Twilight's rejection of strict dualities like good/evil and
human/monster and what that has to do with the way
our minds process experience and information The
psychological benefits of Twilight fandom. and more
fresh insights into the series that's enthralled
millions"--

A Teacup Collection
In Focus Crystals describes over 100 crystals, from
amethyst to zircon, complete with detailed summaries
of their uses, qualities, and strengths, all expertly
presented by crystal therapist Bernice Cockram.
Included inside the back cover is a set of 7 doublesided grid cards that provide quick and easy
reference to laying out crystals for healing,
energizing, and more. Feeling creatively or spiritually
blocked? Having trouble sleeping? Perhaps you are
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suffering from a physical ailment? Regardless of what
may be plaguing you, the innate power within crystals
can have tremendous healing effects. This artfully
designed guide covers everything you need to know
to benefit from their healing power, including how to:
Work with crystal energy Select crystals from the
various shapes available Cleanse crystals to clear
away unwanted energy Use crystals for dowsing Work
with chakras, auras, and the zodiac Set up crystal
grids The In Focus series applies a modern approach
to teaching the classic body, mind, and spirit subjects.
Authored by experts in their respective fields, these
beginner's guides feature smartly designed visual
material that clearly illustrates key topics within each
subject. As a bonus, each book includes reference
cards or a poster, held in an envelope inside the back
cover, that give you a quick, go-to guide containing
the most important information on the subject.

Twilight: The Graphic Novel Collector's
Edition
Depictions of magnificent stained glass windows from
1870s–1930s, lush garden scenes, brilliant New
England landscapes, more. 24 full-color cards.

In Focus Crystals
3 1/2 x 5 note cards printed on quality card stock.
Gloss highlights.

Dragonfly Note Cards
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The Twilight Saga series has entranced millions of
readers around the world. Now all 5 books in the
series, Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn
and The Short Second Life of Bree Tanner, are
available in this deluxe white-edition paperback
boxed set.

Pure Sea Glass
A collection from Sweden's newest coloring book
sensation, available in North America for the first
time. Maria Trolle's Twilight Garden coloring book
collection sets itself apart from the competition with
its romantic sophistication. Striking white-on-black
printed imagery dispersed throughout lend each
edition a luxurious feel. Twilight Garden Artist's
Edition features twenty oversized art card drawings to
hang on one's wall or share with friends. Complete
your collection with the hardbound Twilight Garden
Coloring Book, boasting 96 pages brimming with lush
gardens, flowers, and fantastic creatures common to
a Scandinavian landscape. Twilight Garden 20
Postcards are ideally priced and perfectly sized. Maria
Trolle is a graphic designer and illustrator living in
Tyreso, outside Stockholm. Her passion for gardening
acts as a thread to her art, with plants, vegetables
and flowers offering daily inspiration--preferably from
her own garden.

Origami Stationery
The stunning Twilight Journal set features cover art
and decorative two-colour quotes from Twilight, New
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Moon, Eclipse and Breaking Dawn throughout, and is
packaged in a collectible tin.

Harry Potter: Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry Desktop
Stationery Set (With Pen)
After their plane crashes in Alaska, seven oil workers
are led by a skilled huntsman to survival, but a pack
of merciless wolves haunts their every step.

The Psychology of Twilight
Striking white-on-black printed imagery brimming
with lush gardens, flowers, and fantastic creatures
common to a Scandinavian landscape.

Hummingbird Note Cards
When Isabella Swan moves to the gloomy town of
Forks and meets the mysterious, alluring Edward
Cullen, her life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn.
With his porcelain skin, golden eyes, mesmerizing
voice, and supernatural gifts, Edward is both
irresistible and impenetrable. Up until now, he has
managed to keep his true identity hidden, but Bella is
determined to uncover his dark secret This collector's
edition of Twilight: The Graphic Novel includes the
first two volumes of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series.

Twilight Garden Journal
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Encyclopedia of Rainbows Notes
In paintings as pretty as the porcelain they depict,
this gift book celebrates one of the finest teacup
collections in the world: the 300-piece archive of the
Clark Art Institute, which dates back to the eighteenth
century and represents coveted designs of the day
from Europe and China. Artist Molly Hatch, with
exclusive access to this largely unviewed collection,
pored over the details of each cup to create this
visual treat. Including page after page of paintings of
the cups, and led off by introductory essays, this is
both an intriguing reflection on the art of collecting
and an utterly charming gift for tea drinkers and
teacup collectors.

Junie B. Jones Complete First Grade
Collection: Books 18-28 with Paper Dolls
in Boxed Set
A beautiful handmade card makes any note feel like a
gift! Using only specialty papers and a craft knife,
crafters can easily create 35 elegant and quirky cards
for every occasion. Ranging from adorable apples for
a teacher s gift to a row of candles for birthday
greetings, these spectacular projects cover almost
every occasion. Begin simpler designs and work your
way up to more intricate creations."

Twilight - The Score (Songbook)
The Sword of Truth
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(Easy Piano Songbook). Easy solo arrangements of
Carter Burwell's compositions for this hit film,
including "Bella's Lullaby" and ten more: Dinner with
His Family * Edward at Her Bed * I Dreamt of Edward
* I Would Be the Meal * In Place of Someone You Love
* The Lion Fell in Love with the Lamb * Phascination
Phase * Stuck Here like Mom * Tracking * Who Are
They? Includes full-color photos from the film!

Speak
New from Insight Editions’ best-selling Harry Potter
stationery line, the Harry Potter: Gryffindor Desktop
Stationery Set brings a bold Gryffindor touch to your
everyday correspondence! Celebrate the artistry of
the Harry Potter films with this Gryffindor-themed
stationery set, inspired by the colors and heraldry of
Hogwarts’ bravest house. This collectible desktop set
includes a 128-page pocket journal, 20 sheets of
letterhead paper, and 20 envelopes—all of which
feature the iconic Gryffindor crest—and a quill pen for
all your writing needs. Showcasing vibrant graphics
and concept art from the beloved films, this finely
crafted stationery set invites fans to show their
support for their favorite Hogwarts house.

Harry Potter: Gryffindor Desktop
Stationery Set (With Pen)
Large Dot Matrix Notebooks, now with vibrant
designer covers! ] 192 pages ] A5 size (5-3/4" x
8-1/4") (14.8 cm x 21 cm) ] Elastic band placeholder ]
Ribbon bookmark ] Archival/acid-free paper ] Binding
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lies flat for ease of use ] Inside back cover pocket.
Gold foil, embossed.

Creative Cut Cards
It's the 1,111th anniversary of when Princess Celestia
first raised the sun, and Twilight Sparkle knows just
how to celebrate: with a play starring Princess
Celestia herself! The only problem is Princess Celestia
can't act! Can Twilight Sparkle find a way to break it
to her mentor and save the show? This storybook is
based on an episode of My Little Pony: Friendship is
Magic, as seen on Discovery Family and Netflix. ©
2019 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.

The Grey
Color Theory Notecards
Flower Garden Artist's Edition
New from Insight Editions’ best-selling Harry Potter
Stationery Line, the Harry Potter: Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry Desktop Stationery Set
brings a magical touch to your everyday
correspondence! Celebrate the artistry of the Harry
Potter films with this Hogwarts-themed stationery set,
inspired by the colors and heraldry of the School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry. This collectible desktop set
includes a 192-page pocket journal, 20 sheets of
letterhead paper, and 20 envelopes—all of which
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feature the iconic Hogwarts crest—and a quill pen.
Showcasing vibrant graphics and concept art from the
beloved films, this finely crafted stationery set invites
fans into the magical world of Harry Potter.

The New Southern Living Garden Book
Returning to her hometown was the last thing Laurie
ever expected. But with two children in tow, she must
begin anew and face the life--and man--she turned
her back on. Cal has been struggling with his own
problems, but the arrival of Laurie brings new hope
and meaning to his life. Can he push aside his feelings
to simply be the friend she desperately needs? And
when the dangers of her hidden past threaten, can
Cal overcome the haunting memories of his own past
failures to rescue the only woman he's ever loved?

Cath Kidston: Frames Sticky Notes Book
"Gomez and Morticia’s misbegotten brood may have
been creepy and kooky, but they were also happy, as
the cartoons in the delightful anthology [attest]."—Los
Angeles Times Book Review "One of the signs of
genius is that an artist sheds new light on the human
condition. Or, in Addams’s case, casts new
shadows."—Wall Street Journal The Addams Family,
30 Deluxe Postcards features in a beautiful boxed set
the 30 more hilarious original drawings of the famous
family by its original creator, Chas Addams.

Beetlejuice: Handbook for the Recently
Deceased Deluxe Note Card Set (With
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Keepsake Book Box)
As an unearthly adversary descends on an idyllic
fantasy world, corrupting magic against good and
slaughtering innocents, Richard Rahl stands against
the forces that threaten to destroy the world.

Anatomy & Physiology Flash Cards
This stunning set, which includes Twilight, New Moon,
Eclipse, Breaking Dawn, and The Short Second Life of
Bree Tanner: An Eclipse Novella, is the perfect gift for
fans of the bestselling vampire love story. Whether
you're Team Edward or Team Jacob, fall in love with
the Twilight series all over again with this beautiful
complete collection! Deeply romantic and
extraordinarily suspenseful, The Twilight Saga
captures the struggle between defying our instincts
and satisfying our desires. Experience the entire
breathtaking love story with this perfect gift for new
and longtime fans alike. It's here! #1 bestselling
author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to
the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated
companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of
Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of
view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books;
they want to climb inside them and live there." -Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times

Twilight Saga
The first ten lies they tell you in high school. "Speak
up for yourself--we want to know what you have to
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say." From the first moment of her freshman year at
Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie,
part of the nonsense of high school. She is friendless,
outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer party
by calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let
alone listen to her. As time passes, she becomes
increasingly isolated and practically stops talking
altogether. Only her art class offers any solace, and it
is through her work on an art project that she is finally
able to face what really happened at that terrible
party: she was raped by an upperclassman, a guy
who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to
her. Her healing process has just begun when she has
another violent encounter with him. But this time
Melinda fights back, refuses to be silent, and thereby
achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse
Anderson's powerful novel, an utterly believable
heroine with a bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to
the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for
many a disenfranchised teenager while
demonstrating the importance of speaking up for
oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award
Finalist for Young People's Literature.

The Addams Family, 30 Deluxe Postcards
Embossing, gold foil, and gloss highlights light up this
lovely Twilight Garden Journal. 160 lightly-lined
opaque pages. Creamy-smooth acid-free archival
paper takes pen and pencil beautifully. 5'' wide x 7''
high. Foldover panel with magnetic closure protects
your journal pages. Hardcover journal lies flat for ease
of use.
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Bumblebee Boxed Thank You Notes
This series of 335 beautifully illustrated flash cards
explores essential concepts of human anatomy &
physiology. The 4? x 6? cards are color coded and
indexed for easy reference. The flash cards are
printed on heavy card stock and are UV coated for
durability.

Dusky Meadow Note Cards
An ideal book for anyone who loves the shore. The
first complete guide to collecting, identifying, and
understanding the history behind smooth glass shards
found at the water's edge. More than 250 color photos
pay tribute to both sea glass and the historical
glassware that is frequently its source. Beachcombers
can now use subtle clues regarding color and shape to
determine age, rarity, and even origin.

Cath Kidston Khaki Dusk Floral A6 2021
Diary
Celestial Beaded Bookmark
3 1/2 x 5 note cards w/ glossy highlights. Blank
interior.

F. A. Q.
Make beautiful, hand-made origami envelopes, note
cards and other stationary with this great origami
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ebook! One of the casualties of the digital age is the
elegance of a handwritten note. World renowned
origami artist Michael LaFosse introduces Origami
Stationery which allows origami paper craft folders to
create more than just a note, but a work of art that
will accent your personal messages. These folded
pieces of easy origami art make an ideal
accompaniment to a gift, or to commemorate a
holiday or birthday, or just for sending a heartfelt
message to a friend or loved one and are a great way
to learn origami techniques. This do-it-yourself ebook
includes: A full-colored 64-page booklet clear step-bystep instructions and easy-to-follow diagrams 15 fun
origami projects In this origami ebook you will find
both traditional and modern examples of the art of
the folded note. The scope is from simple origami to
intricate origami art; abstract to representational;
somber to whimsical: a wide range of paper folding
possibilities! Custom printed papers are included to
make your notes well dressed for any occasion. Once
you learn how to fold any of these origami designs
you can explore many kinds of fine papers for your
notes. All of the projects use square shaped paper,
which doesn't necessarily need to be origami paper.
You will soon have your favorites committed to
memory. Then it will be easy to whip up a quick
origami note for a "Thank you!," "Sorry I missed you,"
or "Congratulations!" Even the humblest papers are
elevated to elegance by paper folding. Origami
projects include: Flapping Bird Envelope Pillow Note
Twist Note Hashi Wrapper Note And many more…
Sending cards and personal notes has never been so
much more fun with Origami Stationery!
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Twilight
The Twilight Journals
Zen Garden Litter Box
Celebrate your love of Beetlejuice with this deluxe
note card set based on the hit movie, just in time for
the thirtieth anniversary! The 1988 Tim Burton movie
Beetlejuice is an endearing classic. Now fans can
enjoy this unique note card set and keepsake box
modeled after the Handbook for the Recently
Deceased used by the characters in the film. Including
a pocket journal, twenty note cards, envelopes, and
sticker seals, this is the ultimate gift for fans to share
their love of Beetlejuice with friends near and far.
BEETLEJUICE and all related characters and elements
are trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment
Inc. (s18)

Tiffany Stained Glass Windows
Zen meets cats -- and kitty litter -- in this calming Zen
garden kit that includes everything you need to reach
ultimate enlightenment. For any cat lover looking for
peace and mindfulness, this kit includes: 3-inch "Litter
box" tray Two 3/4-inch cats Bag of sand 5 decorative
rocks 2-1/2-inch wooden rake 32-page book on the
Zen of litter box gardening

My Little Pony: Princess Celestia's
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Starring Role
Provides explanations and practical tips covering
various aspects of military vehicle modelling. This
comprehensive guide contains a number of
illustrations, as well as a photographic gallery of the
models used in the book. It includes a glossary of
technical terms used throughout the book and a
bibliography on this subject.

The Twilight Saga Complete Collection
Celestial Dot Matrix Notebook
Wowie wow wow! For the first time ever, ALL eleven
of the beloved Junie B. Jones first-grade adventures
are available in one set! Includes an EXCLUSIVE paperdoll bonus! Laugh yourself silly with the world's
funniest kid! With more than 60 million books sold,
the NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING Junie B. Jones
series is a classroom favorite and has been keeping
kids (and their grown-ups) laughing--and reading--for
over twenty years! Now, for the first time ever, all
eleven first-grade books are available together, along
with collectible paper dolls available ONLY in this
special boxed collection! Perfect for holiday, birthday,
back to school, kindergarten graduation, and teacher
gifts! Praise for Junie B. Jones "Junie B. is the darling
of the young-reader set." --USA Today "Junie B. Jones
is a feisty six-year-old with an endearing penchant for
honesty." --Time "Junie B. for life!" --John Green, New
York Times bestselling author of The Fault in Our
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Stars "I didn't write them, but I wish I had." --Judy
Blume

Tree of Hearts Note Cards
An all-new revised and updated edition, The New
Southern Living Garden Book is THE definitive source
on gardening from the brand Southern gardeners
have turned to for nearly 50 years. Completely
redesigned and updated for the first time in 10 years,
the new edition features over 1,700 beautiful color
photographs and over 7,000 featured plants.
Enhanced features include a monthly garden
checklist, a Q&A section to tackle everyday problems,
and garden design solutions, plus industry experts
provide the hottest trends and tips combined with oldfashioned wisdom. From the new homeowner just
starting out in gardening to the Master Class
gardener, this book will be an essential resource.
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